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Outline
• IGMF measurements from TeV Blazars	

!

• Plasma instabilities in beam — “oblique” instability	

!

• Minimized inverse Compton cascades — no constraints on intergalactic 
magnetic field from non-observation of gamma ray halos	


• Implication for the gamma-ray sky and cosmology	

!
• Three objections	


• Nonlinear Landau damping	

• Numerical simulations	

• Inhomogeneous background	


!
• Summary	
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Propagation of TeV photons
• 10 TeV photons that meet 0.1 eV photons have a c.o.m. energy of 1 MeV

• Typical Length scale for this depends on the density of 0.1 eV photons	

• But it is typically ~100 Mpc 	

• Produce pairs with energy of 10 TeV

• These pairs inverse Compton scatter off the CMB photons	

• mean free path is roughly 30 kpc.	

• Producing gamma-rays of ~100 GeV

� + � ! e+ + e�

• GeV halo around TeV sources BUT THIS IS NOT SEEN!	

!
• Missing physics

E ⇠ �2ECMB ⇠ 100GeV



Missing Physics: B-fields

• TeV beam of electrons and positions are deflected out of the line of 
sight reducing the GeV IC flux.

• IC distance: 

• Larmor radius: rL =
E
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• For 10 GeV IC photons, Fermi’s angular resolution is 0.2 degrees or

✓ ⇠ 3⇥ 10�3 rads

• 	

!
!

• Non-observation of GeV halos imply intergalactic magnetic field!	

!
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• Plasma effects of pair beams that propagate through the IGM are 
important	

!

• Interpenetrating beams of charged particles are unstable.	

!

• Consider a beam of particles hitting a background plasma.	


• Unstable to several plasma instabilities: beam-plasma, Weibel and oblique
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Missing Physics: Plasma Physics



Oblique Instability: Intuitive Picture

e+

E field

• Move to the reference frame of the wave

k vector

• Resonant particles exchange energy with the wave.	

!

• Deflections of particle trajectory instead of particle straight-line velocity	

!

• Greater growth rate than two-stream because ultrarelativistic particles 
are easier to deflect than to change their parallel velocities (Nakar, Bret & 
Milosavljevic 2011).

v cos ✓ ⇡ vph

• Basically an overstable Langmuir wave (plasma oscillation)



Oblique Instability

Physics of blazar heating
The intergalactic medium

Structure formation

TeV emission from blazars
Plasma instabilities and magnetic fields
Extragalactic gamma-ray background

Oblique instability

k oblique to vbeam: real word perturbations don’t choose “easy”
alignment =

�
all orientations

Bret (2009), Bret+ (2010)

Christoph Pfrommer Blazar heating

• Generalization of the classical beam plasma and Weibel instability	

!

• Shows greatest growth for ultrarelativisitic beams nb/n0 ⌧ 1, �b � 1

Growth	

rate

parallel wavevector

perpendicular wavevector

Bret et al. (2010)



Oblique Instability

• Has a broad range with strong growth

Growth	

rate

Broderick et al. (in prep)
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Figure 2: Oblique growth rate maximized over vph as a function of vbx and T for
various γb. In each the green line shows the chord along which vbx/vb = 1/γb. In
all cases, the maximum growth rate occurs when vbx/vb ≫ 1/γb.

possible in principle, in practice this has proved prohibitively difficult analytically
(i.e., I can’t seem to do it easily). However, from numerical calculations, shown
in Figure 2, where the growth rate is maximized over vph, it appears the maximum
growth rate for a given γb, and T , occurs at vbx/vb ! 1/γb, the limit of the region
of validity of the approximations made in the preceding section. This suggests
that we might estimate the maximal oblique growth rates by taking the limit as
vbx ≫ vb/γb.

However, obtaining asymptotic expansions for the growth rate in the high and
low temperature limits that can be easily solved for the maximum growth rate is
difficult. Even with the tremendous numerical insight provided by Figure 2, it is
unclear how to make significant progress. However, some general remarks can be
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missing plasma physics?
Growth rate of Oblique instability beats inverse Compton off CMB by 
orders of magnitude.

4 BRODERICK, CHANG & PFROMMER

Figure 2. Initial pair beam cooling rates due to the kinetic oblique instability
(thick solid) and inverse Compton scattering (dotted) as a function of VHEGR
energy (E) at a number of redshifts (z). In all cases 1+ δ = 1, corresponding to
a mean-density region, and the isotropic-equivalent luminosity of the source at
energy E , ELE , is 1045 erg s−1, similar to the brightest TeV blazars seen from
Earth. Finally, we list the initial pair Lorentz factor, γ, and cooling lengthscale
along the top and right axes, respectively.
2010d), this gives an IGM-frame pair temperature of
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Since the creation of pairs is dominated by EBL photons near
the pair-production threshold, the typical energy of the rele-
vant EBL photons is roughly 4m2ec4/E (i.e., twice the thresh-
old value for transverse EBL photons). This corresponds to a
transverse momentum dispersion of p⊥/p∥ ≃ 4m2ec4/E2, or a
temperature of

kTb
mec2

≃ E
2mec2
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≃ 1× 10−6
!

E
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"−1

. (4)

In the center-of-mass frame of the pairs, i.e., the “beam” frame,
this corresponds to a temperature of ∼ mec2/k. These are all
much smaller than the momentum associated with the bulk
motion of the beam, which has a typical Lorentz factor of
E/2mec2 ≃ 106. Thus we may safely assume that the beam
is transversely kinematically cold.

2.3. Density of the Ultra-Relativistic Pair Beam in General

The density of the pair beam at a given point within the IGM
is set by the rate at which pairs are produced, duration of the
TeV emission, advection of the pairs through the IGM, and the
processes by which they lose their kinetic energy. That is, the
evolution of the density of pairs per unit Lorentz factor, nγ , is
governed by the Boltzmann equation:

∂nγ
∂t

+
c
r2

∂r2nγ
∂r

+ γ̇
∂nγ
∂γ

= ṅγ , (5)

where the left-hand side assumes all the pairs are moving away
from the TeV source relativistically (vr = c and pr = γmec),
and the right-hand side corresponds to pair production. Gener-
ally, we may neglect advection, which alters nγ over timescales
of Dpp/c, much longer than any relevant timescale of interest
here (i.e., (c/r2)∂r2nγ/∂r may be neglected). Furthermore,
for most of the potential sources we will consider (primar-
ily TeV blazars) we will assume that the duration of the TeV
emission is sufficiently long that nγ reaches a steady state (i.e.,
∂nγ/∂t = 0). In this case, we have γ̇∂nγ/∂γ ≃ ṅγ .
Making further progress requires us to define the spectrum

of the pairs, which itself depends upon the spectrum of the
gamma rays and the energy dependence of the cooling pro-
cesses. Nevertheless, we may obtain an estimate of the beam
density in the vicinity of a given Lorentz factor, nb ≃ γnγ , by
setting ∂nγ/∂γ ≃ −nγ/γ = −nb/γ2.
The source term is given by twice (since each gamma-ray

produces two leptons) the rate at which high-energy gamma
rays with energy E ≃ 2γmec2 annihilate within the region of
interest, i.e., γṅγ = 2(EdN/dE)/Dpp = 2FE/Dpp, where N is
the gamma-ray number flux, with units of photons cm−2 s−1.
Thus, upon defining a cooling rate Γ≡ −γ̇/γ, we have

nb ≃
2FE
DppΓ

, (6)

i.e., the density of pairs of a given energy is determined by
balancing cooling and pair creation.
Generally, Γ is a function of energy and beam density, as

well as external factors (e.g., seed photon density, IGM den-
sity, etc.). Thus this gives a non-linear algebraic equation to
solve for nb, the particulars of which depend upon the various
mechanisms responsible for extracting the bulk energy of the
beam. In practice, given expressions for Γ, associated with the
processes discussed in following section, we solve Equation (6)
numerically to obtain nb(E,FE ,z).
Which mechanism dominates the cooling of the beam de-

pends upon a variety of environmental factors and the prop-
erties of the pair beam itself. Nevertheless, inverse-Compton
cooling via the cosmic microwave background (CMB) pro-
vides a convenient lower limit upon Γ, and thus an upper limit
upon nb. This is a function of z and γ alone, given by

ΓIC =
4σTuCMB
3mec

γ ≃ 1.4× 10−20(1+ z)4γ s−1 , (7)

where σT denotes the Thompson cross section. The strong red-
shift dependence arises from the rapid increase in the CMB
energy density with z (uCMB ∝ (1+ z)4). Furthermore, since it
is∝ γ, inverse-Compton cooling is substantially more efficient
at higher energies. The associated cooling rate is shown as a
function of E for a number of redshifts in Figure 2.
When we set Γ ≃ ΓIC, we obtain the following upper limit

Oblique Instability

Inverse Compton



Implications for B-field Measurements

• Minimal inverse Compton -- down by 2 orders of  magnitude if 
beam damping rate ~ linear rate of growth

THE IMPACT OF BLAZAR TEV EMISSION ON THE THERMODYNAMICS OF THE IGM 3

Figure 3. Lepton beam cooling regimes in the z-E plane for a variety of blazar
luminosities. The upper left panel shows the case presented in Figure 2, corre-
sponding to the brightest TeV blazars seen from Earth. The thick line separates
the plasma-instability dominated region and the inverse Compton dominated
region. In all cases 1+ δ = 0.1.

tent of the surrounding IGM.
While we are interested primarily in cosmic voids, and thus

in extraordinarily low-density regions, we note that within
galaxies a number of analogous plasma instabilities isotropize,
accelerate and facilitate the diffusion of leptonic cosmic rays.
In that context, however, things are greatly complicated by the
presence of comparatively strong magnetic fields (in equipar-
tition with the cosmic ray flux) and therefore the non-linear
development of the various relevant plasma processes (see, e.g.
MOSCZ? ). Within the IGM the development of the plasma
instabilities is greatly simplified due to the low densities and
very dilute nature of the beams.
Finally, we have not performed an exhaustive survey of pos-

sible plasma instabilities, and thus it is possible that some ad-
ditional processes may play a significant role in the evolution
of the relativistic pairs. However, any such process will not de-
crease the rate at which energy is dissipated locally. Indeed, for
any other instability, or combination of instabilities, to have a
significant impact upon the beam evolution requires their asso-
ciated cooling rates to be comparable to those we have already
discussed, thereby increasing the dominance of plasma insta-
bilities upon the cooling.

3. IMPLICATIONS FOR IGMMAGNETIC FIELD ESTIMATES

The existance of plasma processes that can cool the lepton
beam have profound consequences for efforts to constrain the
IGM magnetic field using the spectra of TeV blazars (see, e.g.
Neronov & Vovk 2010). These efforts assume that the dom-
inant cooling mechanism is the inverse compton scattering of
the CMB, resulting in a beam of GeV photons directed along
the direction of the lepton motions. In the absence of large-
scale IGM magnetic fields, this results in a GeV excess in the
spectra of these objects. However, in the presence of a large-
scale IGM magnetic field, the leptons can have orbited signifi-

Figure 4. The fraction of the lepton beam lost via inverse-Comptonization of
the CMB at a number of different redshifts. In all cases the injection photon
energy is E = 1.85TeV, resulting in 3GeV up-scattered CMB photons, the
energy at which the Fermi/LAT instrument is most sensitive (FROM N&V
PLOTS). The locations of the three blazars studied by Neronov & Vovk (2010)
are shown by the black circles, corresponding to 1ES 0229+200, 1ES 1101-
232, and 1ES 0347-121 from left to right. The positions of the remaining
sources in Table 1 are shown by the grey triangles. For reference, the inferred
isotropic luminosity is shown in the top axis for sources located at z = 1.

cantly, directing this beam away from Earth, and thus the lack
of such a signal places lower limits upon the IGM magnetic
field strength.
A variety of arguments have been made that the general pic-

ture underlying these limits may not be sufficiently sophis-
ticated, neglecting blazar variability ... (CITES). However,
plasma cooling independently presents a fundamental limit:
if the leptons’ energy is lost primarily via plasma instabil-
ities, the inverse-Compton signal will be suppresed intrinsi-
cally. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate that for all but the dimmest
and highest-redshift gamma-ray blazars only a small fraction
of the lepton energy is lost to inverse-Compton on the CMB
( fIC ≡ ΓIC/ (ΓIC +ΓTS +ΓW)). In particular, the dotted lines in
Figure 3 denotes where fIC = 0.01, i.e., ! 99% of the TeV-
photon power is ultimately converted into heat via plasma in-
stabilties. Figure 4 shows fIC as a function of gamma-ray flux
for E = 1.85,TeV (corresponding to a Comptonized-CMBpho-
ton energy of approximately 3GeV), at number of source red-
shifts. Typical values lie in the range 10−3–3× 10−2, implying
correspondingly small GeV Comptonization signals for these
sources.
Specifically, Neronov & Vovk (2010) employed the Fermi

blazars 1ES 0229+200, 1ES 0347-121, and 1ES 1101-232,
with associated isotropic-equivalent luminosities of roughly
1.4× 1044ergs−1, 2.8× 1044 ergs−1, and 2.8× 1044 ergs−1, re-
spectively. For these fIC ≃ 0.01. Since plasma cooling is de-
generate with the induced propagation effects associated with
large-scale IGM magnetic fields, it fundamentally complicates
efforts to constrain the IGM magnetic field from the Fermi
blazars directly.

4. IGM HEATING RATES

While we have established that even for dim TeV blazars
plasma instabilities dominate the subsequent evolution of the

Broderick, PC. Pfrommer (2012)

Neronov & Vovk Blazars

IC fraction

luminosity



Implications beyond B-field Measurements

• Suppression of IC cascades allow for strong blazar evolution 
without violating the constraints of EGRB measurement.	

!
• Heating from TeV blazers are the dominant heat source of 
the IGM post HeII deionization	


• May allow for observed invert temperature-density profile	

• May influence aspects of structure formation



Nonlinear Landau Damping
3

drives waves to longer wavelength arises from the transfer of
some momentum from the incident wave into the polarization
clouds surrounding the ions (Smith & Fung 1971). In what
follows below, we focus on induced scattering (or nonlinear
Landau damping), but neglect spontaneous scattering, which is
smaller by a factor of me/mp (Melrose 1986).

3. NUMERICAL STUDIES

To understand the effect of nonlinear Landau damping, we
solve equation (1) numerically assuming that linear growth
and nonlinear damping via nonlinear Landau damping are the
two mechanisms that control the evolution of Langmuir waves.
However, because k is three-dimensional, we adopt the simpli-
fying assumption that the Langmuir waves are isotropic per k,
i.e. W

k

= Wk. This simplifying assumption is reasonable as long
as the induced scattering processes are sufficiently rapid that it
isotropizes the waves2 (Kaplan & Tsytovich 1968). Equation
(1) reduces then to3

dWk

dt
= 2�kWk -

Wk!p

8(2⇡)3/2nemev2
e

⇥
Z

k02 cos2 ✓�(k,k0)Wk0dk0d cos✓ (6)

where ✓ is the angle between k and k

0. Without loss of gen-
erality, we have fixed k along the z-axis. Here �(k,k0) can be
simplified to

�(k,k0) =
3v2

e

�
k2 - k02

�

4!pvi
p

k2 + k02 - 2kk0 cos✓

⇥exp

2

4-2

 
3v2

e

�
k2 - k02

�

4!pvi
p

k2 + k02 - 2kk0 cos✓

!2
3

5 . (7)

We calculate equation (6) numerically for Nmodes = 300 log-
arithmically spaced modes from k = 10-6!p/c to 103!p/c and
have verified this calculation using Nmodes = 1000. The lower
limit of kmin was chosen to fulfill the requirement kmin ⌧ !p/c.
The upper limit of kmax = 103!p/c was selected by estimating
the region where linear Landau damping would suppress the
instability. For a nb/ne ⇡ 3 ⇥ 10-18 and �b = 106, this gives
vph ⇡ 8ve and k = !p/8ve ⇡ 1.3⇥102!p/c for thermal electron
at 104 K. Setting the upper limit of k = 103!p/c comfortably
covers this range. We have found that our calculations are not
affected by extending the upper and lower limits on k. We also
set the initial Wk to a small value of the initial beam energy, i.e.,
10-18. Our results are not dependent on this initial value.

In Figure 1, we plot the wave energy W in units of the ini-
tial beam energy density nb�bmec2 as a function of growth e-
folding times �grt for a 1 TeV beam and a 10 TeV beam, where
the beam density is what is expected at z = 0 for a TeV blazar
with equivalent isotropic luminosity ELE = 1045 erg s-1. The
initial wave energy was set to a small value of 10-20nb�bmec2.
This grows exponentially up to a time �grt ⇡ 15, where expo-
nential growth ends and transitions to a slow linear growth in

2 Further support for this approximation emerges if the number of TeV
blazars that contribute to the heating of a given patch of the intergalactic
medium exceeds 100.

3 Equation (5) can also be simplified if we set (k1 ·k2)2/k2
1k2

2 to the angle-
averaged value of 1/3 as done by Kaplan & Tsytovich (1968). We computed
this integral both ways and found little difference in the saturation amplitude.
We present our methodology because it is more exact.
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Figure 1. Wave energy, W , in units of the beam energy, nb�bmec2, as a func-
tion of growth e-folding times �grt. The dot-dashed curve is a line defined by
W / 10-3�grt.

Figure 2. Wave energy, kWk , in units of the beam energy, nb�bmec2, as a
function of wavevector k for three different times �grt =12 (solid line), 15
(dotted line), and 30 (dashed line).

W . The wave energy, W , is equal to the energy of the initial
beam when �grt = 2000, demonstrating that in the absence of
a significant back-reaction on the beam, that the beam experi-
ences one e-folding reduction in energy at �grt ⇡ 1300, giving
a damping rate of

�NLD ⇡ 8⇥10-4�gr. (8)

In Figure 2 we plot the wave energy as a function of
wavevector, k, for three different times, �grt = 12 (solid line),
15 (dotted line), and 30 (dashed line). These times are also
marked in Figure 1 by vertical lines of the same type as in Fig-
ure 2. For �grt = 12 (solid line), nonlinear Landau damping is
not important and the instability grows for all k � !p/c. As
the unstable waves grow, the effect of nonlinear Landau damp-
ing begins to become important and long wavelength modes
k < !p/c begin to grow at the expense of short wavelength
modes. This is clearly seen for �grt = 15 (dotted line) and 30
(dashed line). However, the largest wavevector modes are not
suppressed by the effect of nonlinear Landau damping and re-
main at a level of ⇡ 10-3 of the beam energy density. These
large wavevector modes survive for the duration of the calcu-
lation and slowly pump more and more energy into long wave-
length modes.

To understand the origin of the survival of these large
wavevector modes and the development of the empty region

Miniati & Elyiv (2013) 
argued that particle-wave 
interaction (nonlinear 
Landau damping) limits the 
growth of the instability to 
exceedingly small values.!
!

PC, Broderick, Pfrommer, Puchwein, Lamberts, Shalaby (2014)

• Detailed calculations of NLD shows that 100% of the beam energy is converted to 
wave energy neglecting any wave damping.!

• Effect cannot be captured using numerical simulations — grids are too coarse, 
beam to background energies are too high.!

• Wave-wave calculations are needed to understand the fate of this wave energy.



Numerical Simulations

!
• Sironi and Giannios (2014) used simulations to argued that the efficiency of 

conversion from beam energy to heat < 10% !
• We have developed an improved 1-D PIC code with higher order field interpolation 

and superior energy conservation.!
• Efficiency of conversion of beam energy is O(1)

Shalaby et al (in prep)
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Fig. 5.— Temporal evolution of a beam-plasma system with
�b = 300 and ↵ = 10�2, for di↵erent beam comoving temperatures
at initialization (as shown by the legend in panel (b), where the
beam temperature is in units of mec2/kB. Panel (a): fraction of
the beam kinetic energy deposited into the background electrons,
with the inset showing the evolution at early times. Panel (b):
temporal evolution of the beam longitudinal momentum spread,
in units of �bmec. Panel (c): beam (solid) and total (dashed) mo-
mentum spectra in the longitudinal direction, at the time indicated
in panels (a) and (b) with the vertical black dotted line. In panel
(c), the dotted oblique line shows the slope expected for a plateau
distribution dN/dpk / p0k.

Regardless of the character of the oblique mode (reac-
tive or kinetic), the long-term evolution of the beam-
plasma system is controlled by the quasi-linear relax-
ation. In Figure 5, we show how the relaxation phase
is a↵ected by a finite beam temperature Tb. For the set
of beam parameters employed in Figure 5 (�b = 300 and
↵ = 10�2), the oblique phase is expected to occur in the
reactive regime, as long as the beam comoving temper-
ature is non-relativistic. In fact, for all the choices of
Tb presented in Figure 5 (in the plot, Tb is in units of
mec

2
/kB), the early increase in the heating e�ciency ✏e

proceeds at the reactive rate !OBL (compare the curves
in the inset of Figure 5(a) with the dotted red line, that
scales with the oblique growth rate). Also, the kinetic
oblique instability, which is responsible for the further
growth in ✏e at !et ⇠ 1200 (see the inset in Figure 5(a)),
does not show any dependence on temperature, in the
range 10�6 . kBTb/mec

2 . 0.3 explored in Figure 5.
The beam temperature has profound e↵ects on the

quasi-linear relaxation phase, for the beam parameters
employed in Figure 5. For cold beams (kBTb/mec

2 .
10�4, yellow and red lines in Figure 5), the relaxation
phase does not depend on the beam temperature. In
agreement with the results presented in §4.2.1, the longi-
tudinal spread in the beam momentum increases during
the relaxation stage until �pb,k/�bmec ⇠ 0.2, as shown
in Figure 5(b). This corresponds to a fraction ✏e ⇠ 10%
of the beam kinetic energy being converted into plasma
heating (Figure 5(a)). Similar conclusions hold for mod-
erate beam temperatures (kBTb/mec

2 = 3⇥ 10�2, green
line), whereas the quasi-linear relaxation is suppressed if
the beam temperature at birth is such that the initial
beam spread �pb0,k/�bmec & 0.2 (cyan, blue and black
lines in Figure 5(b)). In this case, the quasi-linear phase
does not mediate any further increase in the heating e�-
ciency ✏e, beyond the early oblique phase (see the black
line in Figure 5(a)).13 In short, if the initial momentum
spread is �pb0,k/�bmec & 0.2, the plasma heating e�-
ciency ✏e stays fixed at the value ✏e ⇠ �OBL attained at
the end of the reactive oblique phase – or ✏e ⇠ �k, if the
oblique instability proceeds in the kinetic regime.
The longitudinal momentum spectrum in Figure 5(c)

clarifies why the quasi-linear relaxation is suppressed for
hot beams. As we have discussed in §4.1.2, the relaxation
is mediated by Langmuir waves excited by the beam. The
beam particles that are slightly faster than the wave tend
to transfer energy to the wave, and thus excite it, while
those that are slightly slower than the wave tend to re-
ceive energy from it, and thus damp the wave. It follows
that a mode is unstable if the number of beam particles
moving slightly faster than the wave exceeds that of those
moving slightly slower. More precisely, the instability
will be stronger for a harder slope d logN/d log pk of the
longitudinal momentum spectrum at momenta . �bmec

(this is the relevant momentum scale, since the phase ve-
locity of the most unstable mode is slightly smaller than
the beam speed). For a sharply peaked beam (i.e., with

kinetic regime can be best probed by low-�b beams with ↵ ⌧ 1.
13 Since the relaxation phase is quasi-longitudinal, the same con-

clusions hold in 1D. We have confirmed that, regardless of the na-
ture of the fastest growing mode (oblique in 2D, longitudinal in
1D), the quasi-linear relaxation is suppressed if the beam spread
at birth is such that �pb0,k/�bmec & 0.2, both in 1D and in 2D.

Sironi & Giannos (2013)



Inhomogeneous IGM: Simulations
Shalaby et al (in prep)

!
• Miniati & Elyiv (2013) also argued that small gradient in the density of the IGM 

precludes the linear plasma instability due to a shift of the unstable wave out of 
resonance with the beam.!

• Numerical simulations with our PIC code show that the efficiency of conversion of 
beam energy is O(1) when the condition in Miniati & Elyiv (2013) is applied.



Summary

• Plasma Physics are important for the propagation of TeV pair beams.	

• Beams are violently unstable to the “oblique” instability.	

!

• Precludes constraints on the intergalactic magnetic field.	

!
• Implications for the Gamma-ray sky and cosmology	

!
• Objections to plasma instability effects may not be important	


• Nonlinear Landau damping	

• Numerical simulations	

• Inhomogeneous intergalactic medium	


!
• Much work remains	

!
!
!


